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IOED IOED assesses its strengths  

       

IOED 

Is an international institution (IO), which fulfills all the conditions required by international 

treaties, namely: it is attached to the States by headquarters agreements and is linked to the 

United Nations, by the Vienna Convention of April 18, 1961 on diplomatic and consular 

relations. 

      

 

IOED 

Acts under the high protection and authority of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in 

The Hague, by virtue of article 38 of its statute. IOED, is therefore, a subject of public 

international law and not a subject of internal law depending on the internal laws of the 

States, consequently, IOED does not depend on the moods of the dissidents, the bad guys, 

the adversaries or the will of the States; Its members do not appear before the domestic 

courts of the United Nations Member States and cannot be imprisoned there (very important 

as a message) 

     

  

IOED 

Is by definition a sovereign, independent, autonomous, apolitical organization and not 

subject to the States, it works in partnership with the United Nations 

       

The IOED intervention at the United Nations, changes the face of the world 

       

                                             IOED 

In application of international treaties, international civil servants and members of their 

families who perform missions with diplomatic status enjoy all the rights relating to 

immunity, in particular against imprisonment which cannot be enforced in any of the UN 

partner countries  
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IOED'S STRENGTHS 

1- By its nature, IOED escapes the control of the States because of the 

intergovernmental character of its “particular and extraterritorial legal status” with 

which it was endowed by the States at its creation. 

 

2- IOED acts with the approval of the States and international bodies, in particular: - the 

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE (CIJ) of The Hague, main judicial court of 

the United Nations, which does not belong to any member state of the United 

Nations, nor does not sympathize with them, it has the exclusive competence to 

judge the States and the Intergovernmental Organizations of public law (OIG), as is 

the case of IOED, attached to the States by headquarters agreements and to the 

United Nations by the Vienna Convention of April 18, 1961 on diplomatic and 

consular relations. 

 

3- Considering the autonomous character of the diplomatic statute of IOED by 

virtue of the international treaties , which frame relations with the States, in particular: 

1- The Vienna Convention of 18 April 1961 on Diplomatic and Consular 

Relations.  

2- The Convention of 21 November 1947, paragraph J relating to Article 53 

of the United Nations Charter 

3- The Convention of 24th April 1963 on consular relations 

4- The convention of 23 May 1969 on the law of international treaties 

5- And the Convention of March 14, 1975 relating to the representation of 

the States in their relations with the INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

(OI), (active and passive legation right). 

From the above  

- The cooperation with IOED, is binding on all the contracting member states of the 

United Nations, by virtue of the reference treaties cited above which were ratified by the 

member states in their national parliaments and in their Senates and are binding on them. 

- Considering furthermore the "special and extraterritorial legal status" with which IOED 

has been endowed (headquarters agreements concluded with the States), which places 

it under the jurisdiction of the United Nations, the implementation of its decisions or the 

fulfillment of its commitments and agreements are not subject to any State or Government of 

a Member State of the United Nations or any other authority external to IOED, by virtue of 

the "full personality" of which, it has in international public law with the States by virtue of 

international treaties in force and which was officially published by the United Nations on 

January 13, 2016 to the attention of the Member States and the general public, which frees it 

from the tutelage of the States, with regard to its rights which are formally recognized by all   
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IOED'S STRENGTHS 

 

 

the contracting Member States of the United Nations and which are published by the United 

Nations, namely: its independence from the States, its privileges and immunities 

recognized to it as well as its inviolability, those of its international officials and 

members of their families, its immunity from criminal and civil jurisdiction, its fiscal 

and non-fiscal privileges, and the maintenance of national guarantees, to which are 

added the protection of individual freedoms, the guarantee of procedures and 

remedies, etc.  

- It seems to us important to recall here for all practical purposes, in accordance with the 

basic legal rule which governs the relations between the Member States of the United 

Nations, under the terms and conditions provided for by the texts in force, at the global level, 
 

- That the internal and local laws of the Member States of the United Nations in force, 

imposed by justice on companies, and on individuals as specified in the provisions of the 

internal laws of the countries, and European law n ° 91-650 of 9 July 1991, amended by law n ° 

92-644 of July 13, 1982, article 3 JORF of July 14, 1992 and repealed by ordinance n ° 2011-1895 

of December 19, 2011, article, decree n ° 56-222 of February 29, 1956 , article 5-2, recently 

replaced by a new text of the Code of enforcement procedure (article L111-1, chapter 1, which 

refers to creditors and the power of execution, etc., ... remain inapplicable to assignments 

diplomatic (embassies) and international institutions (IOs) which are in charge of 

development missions and peace missions recognized by States. 
 

- That in the event of confiscation of any property (financial asset, real estate, etc.) , 

belonging to a diplomatic mission or its representatives, the raised hand must be carried out 

instantly and automatically insofar as diplomatic missions (embassies) and the international 

institutions (IOs) covered by the sovereignty of the respective countries which have 

committed them enjoy under international treaties wherever they are, immunities, 

privileges,   inviolability and tax exemptions guaranteed to them by the international 

treaties, such as stipulated and published by the United Nations, relative to the IOED on 

January 13, 2016 for information to the States and to the public. 
 

- And that all their international civil servants who perform missions with diplomatic status 

enjoy all the rights relating thereto, including those related to immunity in particular against 

imprisonment which cannot be implemented in one of the UN partner countries  
 

 

In the field of project financing  

For the financing of its projects and for the transfer of its funds, IOED does not use the same 

financial circuit as its ordinary competitors, because of its “particular legal status of 

extraterritoriality” with which it was endowed by the States and the financial facilities it 

enjoys under treaties. 
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IOED'S STRENGTHS 

 

 

 

IOED, is a vital bulwark for any investor who wants to invest 

IOED is a vital bulwark for all investors, its contract allows the private investor to benefit 
from an offer of international protection and to exempt  him from taxation helping him to 
save money if he is one of the people who like profitability and looking for performance,  

Status of international civil servant of the United Nations.  

It is important to know that being under contract of employment with IOED makes of you a  

staff member of the  United Nations system  under the terms and conditions provided for 

in the Staff Regulations and Rules of the United Nations specialized agencies.  

IOED therefore improves the protection of all its members, it remains combative and avant-

garde for the protection of all its international civil servants at the world level. 

Access to privileges when you invest in IOED. 

To finance IOED is a privileged investment for any investor, since IOED guarantees a 

limitation of the financial losses to all its investors, therefore investing in IOED, is not a risk 

but a privilege, the contract signed with IOED activates the tax immunity of its investors. 

Being all fond of diplomatic international protection and tax exemption, investors know that 

taxes are the most decisive criterion in terms of investments, but the IOED contract cancels 

taxes and taxation and also offers financial facilities for a phase of hyper growth to investors 

for their investment activities.  

Of all the organisms which participate in the hunt for capital, IOED ensures the highest 

protection. With IOED, you have found the ideal partner who allows you to get closer to your 

dreams and your objectives with unprecedented speed,  

IOED, allows the reinforcement of the quality of the services of the investors, it ensures a 
level of protection higher than all its competitors who participate in the hunt for capital; Its 
contract makes it possible to immunize all investors against the threats and risks incurred, 
free from the threats of legal proceedings and high tax pressures, they are assured of 
investing without fear of the occurrence of a public decision capable to wipe out their 
investments. 
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IOED'S STRENGTHS 

 

 

Public investment  

The recourse of the States to IOED, presents a financial interest: - IOED finances the States and 

offers them opportunities for sustainable development. The strength of IOED lies in its 

philosophy, since at a time when certain large infernal institutions are promoting debt through 

speculative interest loan campaigns, IOED supports the idea of a de-indebtedness of 

countries with its program called "umbrella", it supports the de-globalization of economies in 

favor of an empowerment of the economy of all developing countries and intends to extend 

the money supply (vicious circle of the rich and the powerful), to the populations and to social 

workers. 

IOED's economic vision  

  

IOED is opposed to an economy in the exclusive service of the rich. To find the solution to 
this problem, the question arises, to know what virtue is attached to money in order for it 
to be worthy of the name?  

To answer this question, IOED integrates in its program, the redefinition of the role of the 
currency, because if it serves above all as unit of account, (instrument of measurement 
of value of the other goods), of means of payment in exchanges, and reserve of value, 
that is to say of means to preserve over time the purchasing power of the people who 

hold it, IOED  now intends to make of currency, a reserve of fundamental values, 

and not just a reserve of value that only benefits its owners, because for IOED, the value of 
money in the long term must decline if it is not used in the required time in order to clean up 
its use for the benefit of public or private interest so that such a reserve of value can now 
push the whole society to consumption and massive creation of employment and wealth 
benefiting both its holders and also the people.  

For IOED, money is defined not only as a private good, but as a good which must preserve 
the interests of the community. Its circulation should not be blocked because of its 
accumulation by its holders in order to become rich because the value of money in time is 
now limited unlike the previous reserve value.  

From the above  

IOED constitutes for the whole world a credible and innovative alternative to the traditional 
institutions and has its place naturally in the United Nations. Because of its fertile creativity, it 
should replace the traditional institutions. 
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IOED has different economic programs to finance its projects and its 

programs 
 

How are these programs articulated?  

The high protection role of IOED, results in various contracts and operations in the field of 
investments. Its global leadership is necessary for investments and to strategically accelerate 
the wildest ambitions of sustainable development.  

  Its "Hercules" plan 

 This program is intended to guarantee the good functioning of IOED and the good 

progress of its activities. 

 

 Its "Steel plan" 

This program makes it possible to resist the economic crises, financial health, etc., 

IOED activates its Steel program to ensure the protection of its partners and to 

ensure the recovery of the economic prospects. 

 

 Its "Rotation plan" 

This program intends to take actions in times of crisis in one sector to enter another 

sector in order to curb the crisis feeding all the circuits that were blocked at a time 

when all economic indicators are under dramatic pressure. 

 

 Its "Sur-future plan"  

Program set up to come to the aid of young people, it makes it possible to finance the 

youth, their schooling, to offer scholarships, when parents are no longer able to 

finance the education of their children. 

 

 Its "Easy life" contract   

This program makes it possible to finance and help households in difficulty. 

 

 Its "Glorious" contract 

This program supports and finances the Member States. 
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IOED'S STRENGTHS 

 

 "Strategy yield" contract 

This program reduces the intensity of risks and cancels them out, it allows credible 

investors looking for performance to get involved because it guarantees a limitation of 

any financial loss. 

 

 "Justice and Change program" 

 This program strengthens justice and supports the goals of democracy in countries. 

 

 Its "Opportunity" contract 

This program allows the private investor to benefit from an offer of international 

protection and high legal guarantees and to receive in return a financial offer from the 

investor. 

 

 Its "Cavalier" program 

This program makes it possible to level the inequalities of wealth and sociability by 

extending the money supply to the populations. 

 

 Its "Champion" Program 

This program is particularly intended for over-indebted countries, it supports the de-

indebtedness of countries in particular in Africa, South Asia and America. These 

different countries can get along to coordinate their common actions with IOED. 
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